Step 1: Mark the position of eyehole and cheekbones.

Step 2: Cut out half forehead, and the part below cheekbones.

Step 3: Emphasis the bone structure with Snow White PLA.

Step 4: Draw the eyeholes and two sides of nose with Chili Pepper Red PLA.

Step 5: Draw the blood vessels with different colors.

Step 6: Draw muscle tissue and nose soft bone with Clearly Cherry PLA.
**Step 7**
Color a thin layer on the mask.

**Step 8**
Also, draw some thin strokes inside the nose.

**Step 9**
Draw the tear gland at the back.

**Step 10**
Fill all the space with Clearly Cherry PLA.

**Step 11**
Cover the edge as well.

**Step 12**
Done! Wish you a creepy halloween!
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